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Abstract: The article addresses the contemporary debate on urban and environmental regeneration,
investigating the need to establish new criteria to implement the defence of coastal ecosystems by cli-
mate problems. The research looks at coastal vulnerabilities, starting with the environmental fragility
of flooding, as an opportunity to regenerate waterfront ecosystems. The research aim concerns the
analysis of US advanced regeneration practices to learn and transfer the principles derived from
them to the European context. This transferability takes place through the construction of regen-
eration criteria for the coastal ecosystems rebalancing. The regeneration criteria are resulted from
an ecosystem reading of the winning projects of the Rebuild by Design competition. These practices
represent in the scientific literature an exceptional example of a holistic response to the problem of
post-disaster intervention. These cases offer an integrated response in terms of processes, investments,
the duration of the design and realization. In addition, these cases simultaneously address multiple
vulnerabilities, making it possible to extrapolate from their analysis specific directions to replicate in
contexts where even just one of the critical issues exist. The methodological analyses exploit the focus
emerged from the scientific literature on environmental vulnerabilities, technological innovation,
and stakeholder involvement. The results are regeneration criteria able to verify the appropriateness
of ecosystem anti-flooding strategies. Comparing the results with the most recent US and the EU
strategic documents, the regeneration criteria demonstrate their relevance and coherence with the
international priorities as well as their potential transferability to the European context.

Keywords: regeneration; ecosystem reading; coastal cities; flooding; urban technology

1. Waterfront Ecosystem Scenario and Research Intentions

The coastal ecosystems represent one of the most exposed settlements to the environ-
mental fragility of flooding [1]. Considering the coastal ecosystem as a living organism,
these upheavals destabilise the fragile balance that characterises its potentiality and critical-
ity. It highlights the need for damage mitigation strategies and increasing public demand
for protective measures [2]. Historically, American and European coastal cities have played
the tent poles of economic, cultural, and infrastructural wealth. It depended on their ability
to attract goods and people; especially after the opening of a global ecosystem [3]. The
cultural, economic, and landscape attributes of coastal cities make them a privileged field
of research to reflect on the future of waterfront ecosystems. The attractive potential of
coastal areas has dictated a shift in the economic interests of cities towards flood defence
and management [4].

In particular, American coastal cities have adopted urban policies aimed at exploiting
the qualities of coastal settlements and ecosystems as a waterfront renaissance [5]; a
phenomenon that arose in the United States and Canada, spread worldwide, and is based
on the integration of holistic knowledge and coastal land modelling operations.
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In contrast, European coastal cities have adopted approaches aimed at harmonising
coastal ecosystem transformations in the creation of new waterscapes, coastal landscapes
that mediate between the need for protection and market demands [6]. In particular,
investors with significant financial resources often monopolise the growth of the coastal
ecosystem agenda by regenerating brownfield sites into new elite waterfronts [7]. The
complex dynamics of intervention in coastal ecosystems must address the residual ef-
fects of an industrial culture, the needs of the actors involved and the interests of the
real estate market [8]. The American approach, more focused on defensive recreational
transformations than the European technological one, could improve and implement the
European vision from the point of view of landscape transformation. This is an innovative
objective based on the preservation of the coastal city values and the waterfront ecosystem
identity [9].

The comparison between the American and European context introduces some re-
flections related to the practical transferability of coastal regeneration strategies between
such different contexts. An example of transferability is the regeneration practices of the
American coastal ecosystems of Miami to the Italian ones of Venice. In fact, Italy adopts the
vision of the American city-region, which, although still fragmented into different centres,
seems based on a single settlement model. The latter, characterised by the material quality
of the construction and the density of services, is based on the balance of the dynamic
relationship between land and water. Venice welcomes Florida’s approach to the regenera-
tion practices used for the large and low coast and sandy plateaus subject to sea level rise.
Venice, in fact, borrowed both the technique of restoring and recovering the lifting of the
seabed and the administrative approach in the codification of the lightness of transitional
structures (on wood) for regulating the life of the inhabitants [5].

In this scenario, the paper offers coastal ecosystem criteria as an opportunity to
regenerate and defend tangible values (ecological, human, settlement, infrastructural, etc.)
and intangible values. The latter constitutes the cultural capital of the site defined as a
place of intersection for the aggregation, exchange, flow of knowledge, and traditions
(including social and natural identities). Furthermore, the urban regeneration of the
waterfront becomes a crucial and strategic step in the regeneration of ecosystems [5]. The
waterfront assumes significance as a symbolic space of urban identity based on new hubs
of cultural capital [10]. The waterfront ecosystem can be both an urban infrastructure
and a public space of the city, thus, becoming a fundamental element to capture the
urban dynamics [11–15]. The regeneration of waterfront ecosystems is an extraordinary
opportunity to promote endogenous economic development, encourage the creation of new
economic activities and dynamited existing ones [16]. In this perspective, the waterfront
configures itself as a catalyst element of processes capable of contributing directly and
indirectly to the regeneration of ecosystems [17]. It is relevant if we consider that, since the
1970s, transformations of the world’s urban waterfronts have been essential practices for
the revitalization of major urban areas [18]. The rebalancing of coastal ecosystems must,
therefore, take into account various aspects on an international scale, ranging from conflicts
over land ownership, cultural heritage, and social and environmental justice [18].

The research interprets the waterfront as a complex dynamic system that provides
protective services and balance of coastal ecosystems. The examination of coastal regenera-
tion strategies highlights the complexity of the coastal ecosystem, defined as an engine of
interactions between its elements and circular autopoietic feedbacks. The coastal ecosystem
could be a loop characterised by circular processes in which a part of the output is sent
back to the beginning as a preliminary response to which the waterfront has been called to
respond. By analysing the strengths and weaknesses of the coastal ecosystem, the research
uses them to conduce a balance operation between conservation and transformation. By
recognising the mutability of coastal ecosystem evolution as dynamic and irregular, the
criteria could guide ecosystem regeneration [19]. Supported by an empirical approach, the
article raises an ecosystem reading of flood mitigation strategies in the United States. They,
chosen as the latest example of a holistic response to the problem of post-disaster inter-
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ventions, identifies six cases of defensive measures. In particular, the research investigates
the Rebuild By Design competition announced by the US Government to rebuild the New
York and New Jersey coastlines destroyed by Hurricane Sandy. The winning Rebuild By
Design projects represent the most recent defensive experimentation against catastrophic
coastal flooding events based on global participation [20]. Rebuild By Design demonstrates
for its ability to combine different factors: the response methods, the amount of funds
invested, the duration of the project, and the timing of the implementation of defensive
measures [20].

From the point of view of the response mode, the implementation of a call for proposals
allowed for a holistic quality of defence proposals that involved experts from all over the
world to test innovative solutions [21]. In Europe, the approach of an integrated team does
not extend to the holistic value whereby experts of world calibre come together for an
integrated comparison as in the case of the Costa da Caparica in Portugal [22].

In terms of the amount of funding ($1 billion spent on post-Sandy protection projects
in New York and New Jersey), it can serve as a model for resilience efforts in other coastal
cities [23]. In Europe, the allocation of funds is less than the American one and often it is
delayed in time. This lack of investment causes inefficiency as in the case of the Axis of
Greece [24].

From the point of view of project duration, these projects were set up in less than
a year precisely to represent the maximum response in the shortest possible time [25].
In Europe, for bureaucratic reasons, the procurement of a project often requires a long
procedure as in the case of the Barcelona waterfront in Spain [26].

From the point of view of the implementation time of defensive measures, most of
them were carried out on time, in contrast to European cases where the implementation
time can be up to 30 years as in the case of Venice in Italy [27].

Finally, all of these Rebuild By Design factors have collaborated in the rebalancing of
American coastal ecosystems by returning the experimentation of advanced solutions that
respond to a plurality of concomitant vulnerabilities [25]. Addressing simultaneously all
these characteristics make ecosystem-rebalancing practices of the winning projects useful
to identify transferable solutions in other ecosystems where also just only one or few
vulnerabilities are.

The research aim concerns the analysis of US advanced ecosystem regeneration prac-
tices to deduce principles and criteria to apply to further practices with particular reference
to the European context. Specifically, the strength of the proposed approach, compared to
similar analyses already conducted, is the combination of analyses that integrate, respec-
tively, what emerges from the theory of scientific literature and from case studies concretely
implemented [18,25,27]. The innovation lies both in the process and in the product that
derives from it: the analysis of the literature allows us to identify “ecosystem focuses” ap-
plied to the technological, cultural, and environmental reading of the various experiments.
Otherwise, the reading of the practices exploits the systemic vision of the Technology of
Recovery, identifying strengths and weaknesses according to an “ecosystem reading” based
on a material-constructive, perceptive-cultural, morphological-dimensional, and ecological
vision. From the integration of these two innovative methods of ecosystem investigations,
it is possible to trace an innovative product: a system of ecosystem regeneration criteria.

This approach proposes an advance compared to the canonical ones; distinguishing
itself for the disciplinary pluralism, it involves Evaluation, Urban Planning, and Regenera-
tion Technology and for the reading modalities, it offers ecosystem reading and ecosystem
focus. It differs from the holistic approach in which the specialists are integrated to evolve
towards a dialogue between the parts that make up the ecosystem.

The paper is organised in five sections. Section 1 is an introduction to the waterfront
ecosystem scenario and research intentions. Section 2 concerns the methodological ap-
proach that is based on a comparison of ecosystem readings and the focus that emerged
from the literature review. Section 3 describes the results obtained from the literature
review of ecosystem rebalancing initiatives as coastal ecosystem dimensions and as criteria
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for its regeneration. Section 4 discusses operational guidance in comparison with the US
and EU contexts.

2. Methods to Build Ecosystem Criteria

The aim of the methodology is to carry out a comparative analysis of US experiences
in order to understand the most significant emerging criteria. These criteria are closely
linked to ecosystem services, as they are concerned with establishing multiple benefits
provided by ecosystems to humankind. In particular, the criteria aim to support life in
terms of production of private land for public use, such as the defensive solutions of coastal
urban parks. In addition, they supply water sources and marine fauna as well as the
activities that follow and regulate the climatic catastrophic actions with reference to high
tide and flood phenomena. In conclusion, they also enhance the cultural values in terms of
preservation and regeneration of the landscape and existing building heritage.

The research does not aim to establish a ranking of individual projects, but rather
to understand the strategies adopted. It helps to identify the main elements of success
in order to implant their transferability in EU strategies. It pays particular attention to
the definition of criteria as a tool to improve decision-making processes and ecosystem
regeneration projects in general. The methodology is divided into three main phases as
shown in Figure 1.
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The first step refers to knowledge, built up by the critical reading of the state of the art
that allows the research to identify the literature focuses. The systemic dimension of the
waterfronts tries to achieve an equilibrium ecosystem when they are all connected. The
criterion driving this discredit refers to the dimensions of the human–nature–technology
ecosystem [28]. This evaluation is congruent with the multidimensional character of the
evaluation of urban regeneration plans, considering multiple objectives derived from
demands of different natures. They include the ecological, social, cultural, innovative, and
technological frameworks. Supported by a comprehensive and systematic literature review,
they could refer to multi-scale technological integration, multidimensional vulnerability
mitigation, and the encouragement of multi-actor management towards the regeneration
of the built heritage.

The second step refers to the analysis through reading the ecosystem of winning
design practices, which urban regeneration and transformation plans have switched to the
ecosystem regeneration approach [29]. These practices reflect the political and decision-
making processes, including where different types of alternative evaluations are based on
the principle of “learning by doing” [30]. Evaluation has assumed the role of a strategic
tool for decision-making processes, useful to verify the results of interventions through con-
tinuous feedback actions. In fact, evaluation is closely linked to programming to support
decision-making [31]. From an operational point of view, evaluation contemplates different
approaches and methods in relation to the object of the evaluation itself, depending on the
nature of programmes, plans, and projects. It identifies the critical issues of stakeholder
participation and involvement in choices and decision-making [32]. The evaluation also
takes on different connotations depending on the moment in which it is carried out: in
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the final phase (ex-post evaluation) to obtain an overall judgement to be compared with
the initial strategic hypotheses for reflection and rethinking. Ex-post evaluation is a retro-
spective evaluation tool and plays a very important role, especially in the context of urban
regeneration and transformation projects. It allows learning from the latest experiences
and to transfer the lessons learned to other territorial realities through a comparison op-
eration between the best proposals examined [33]. Evaluating winning practices means
analysing the success and failure factors of the experiences under examination, identifying
the significant intervention criteria in order to promote new knowledge. In this perspective,
the ex-post evaluation is configured as a reinterpretation through which it is possible to
reconstruct the phases of each experience, reinforcing and classifying the knowledge of the
most significant themes. The research adopts a methodology based on the skills of urban
recovery and regeneration [33–35].

Beginning with the identification of the winning projects for analysis, significant
American practices were chosen as an outstanding example of a holistic response to the
problem of post-disaster interventions [23]. In particular, learning from the Rebuild By
Design competition how the winning projects were organised to respond to Hurricane
Sandy, flood mitigation strategies in the United States describe a post-disaster strategy
addressed. Rebuild By Design represents one of the most recent experiments in catastrophic
flood defence based on global participation: the US case studies are significant for the
holistic quality of the defence proposals that involved experts from around the world to
test innovative solutions. Among these, we have included the following:

• the Living Breakwaters for Staten Island;
• the Exist, Delay, Store, Discarge for Hoboken;
• the New Meadowlands for Newark;
• the Living with the Bay for the South Shore of Nassau County;
• the Hunts Point/Lifelines: Greenway Open market for the South Bronx;
• the Dry Line (or BIG U) for Manhattan.

This phase is carried out through the collection of data on the implemented methodol-
ogy and consists of the following activities:

• the identification, by selecting the name of the project, the proposed defence system
and the name of the designers who built it;

• the objective, by defining what vulnerability it proposes to solve;
• the strategy, defining the policy adopted and what the project promotes through its

implementation;
• the technologies, focusing on the solution adopted and the degree of innovation and

sustainability that characterises it;
• the prize, referring to the amount of money allocated for the project design and

construction phase.

To this formal analysis, the study added the identification of strengths and weaknesses,
through an ecosystem reading of the project from the point of view of Regeneration Tech-
nology. This study identified ecological, material-constructive, morphological-dimensional,
and perceptual-cultural impacts [34].

The third phase is a comparison of the results of the previous two phases by discred-
iting the design project as seen from the filters of literary focuses. It attempts to identify
emerging criteria as results of a deductive process, which includes the following:

• the main data and characteristics of the winning project;
• the evaluation in terms of positive or negative impact, determined by comparing the

dominant solutions against what is required;
• the identification of the different associated focuses, respectively, emerged from the

critical reading of the literature material;
• the identification of the emerging criteria.

“Learning from comparison” allows for the acquisition of new experiences that can
be transferred to other contexts [36]. Finally, by comparing the various projects with the
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emerging criteria, it is possible to determine a matrix that shows how the latter are present,
albeit in a less dominant form, in the other projects. The emerging criteria can be validated
in the strategic documentation of the United States and the European Union in order to
implement their scenarios. They can also fill any gaps between the evaluation criteria and
their strategic goals.

3. From Ecosystem Reading to Waterfront Regeneration Criteria

The waterfront ecosystem represents important environmental infrastructures that
can guarantee and enhance biological exchange reducing ecological impoverishment. It
gives shape to demands for environmental and territorial continuity, understood as a
rejection of environmental degradation [37]. It also denotes a profound cultural change
aimed at managing the relationship between city/sea, settlement system/sea front, by
involving many actors with different roles [38]. Despite the scientific interest in the coastal
ecosystem as a driver of social, economic, and cultural development, research has focused
on the specific impacts of flooding on settlements and communities [39]. Supported by a
comprehensive and systematic literature review, these impacts relate to: (a) reactivating
multi-scale technological integration; (b) mitigating multidimensional vulnerabilities; (c)
encouraging multi-actor management towards the regeneration of built heritage.

(a) In Urban Technology, the search for the spatial and temporal balance of the vulner-
able ecosystem has to take into account, simultaneously, several factors (social, cultural,
economic, techno-technological, and environmental) that may relate to each other in dif-
ferent orders. The ordering of the environment offers better possibilities to build human
settlement through smart strategies, coherent with the stimuli and tools offered by our
time [40].

The coastal ecosystem is unbalanced both during the impact of the unexpected climatic
event and during the integration of the protective solution into the existing waterfront
ecosystem. This underlines the importance of identifying criteria that define the appropri-
ateness of solutions capable of integrating into a complex ecosystem mechanism, bringing
together natural and artificial aspects [41]. Although each technology interferes with the
context, there are technologies more appropriate to fit the biophysical cycles of the environ-
ment. Technologies, if appropriate, may not be universally valid, but rather on a regional
and local scale. In fact, they could induce the ecosystem to have a flexible and adaptive
balance to its dynamic transformations [42].

(b) The climatic emergency modifies the environment and with it changes the capacity
to accommodate the transformations necessary to protect settlement systems. In this sense,
vulnerability is interpreted both as a condition of exposure and as a capacity to cope with
dynamic processes. It is developed with reference to the experience that individuals and
communities have when faced with environmental risks and pressures [43]. Each coastal
ecosystem, as a complex system linked to the characteristics of the elements that compose
it, can be undermined by the speed of technological evolution and its inability to adapt
itself. For this reason, settlement systems are in continuous and rapid transformation: their
size, organisation, economic structure, the inhabitants and their way of experiencing the
urban system change [44]. All these changes have repercussions on the housing order and
bring out the vulnerabilities that characterise urban systems. Specifically, the vulnerability
is both what is observed at the moment of its manifestation and the set of those processes
that generated it [45].

(c) In the United States, the climate emergency could be an opportunity to address
bottom-up experimentation to achieve social equity and strengthen participatory jus-
tice [46]. Collaborative adaptation and justice approaches trigger dynamic, incremental,
and cyclical learning processes in which techniques are combined with participatory ap-
proaches. In these sustainable ecosystem strategies, awareness of the role of stakeholders
in decision-making processes related to flood protection can be increased [47].

Following the logic of the cycle, every time a coastal ecosystem has to face a catas-
trophic environmental event, it will have to regenerate the balance lost due to disturbance.
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The coastal ecosystem must adopt new regenerative and adaptive signs to establish a
new balance. This approach produces feedback that can strengthen the ecosystem and
make it better prepared to face the next disruptive event. Therefore, the coastal ecosystem
follows circular processes in which a part of the output is sent back to the beginning as
information [48]. In this perspective, the ecosystem exploits its autopoietic ability of using
solution feedbacks to face the next disruptive phenomenon.

The results of the rebalancing process reviewed through the circular achievement
of the “facing the catastrophic environmental event” phase, the “ecosystem rebalancing”
phase, the “new adaptive and regenerative solution” phase, and the “feedback to ecosystem
empowering” are illustrated in Figure 2. These phases reveal the need to act according to
precise and elaborate visions that emerged from the critical analysis of the literature. In
fact, whenever an ecosystem is “facing catastrophic environmental event” for “ecosystem
rebalancing”, it is necessary to investigate the vulnerabilities in the different dimensions
(Multidimensional Vulnerabilities—MDV). This analysis is necessary to respond to the
needs of the ecosystem through a “new adaptive and regenerative solution” attentive to the
integration needs of the innovative technological solution at different scales (Multi-scale
Technology Innovation—MTI). The outcome of the adequacy of the solution to the climatic
disruption of the ecosystem is verified through the “feedback to ecosystem empowering”
through the participation of different categories of multi-actors (Multi-Actor Management—
MAT). The three focuses overlap and combine, allowing for a multidimensional reading of
the ecosystem. In particular, the intersections of MTI, MDV, and MAT make it possible to
establish the main criteria that can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the intervention
hypotheses. Integration makes the waterfront a dynamic and adaptive ecosystem in which
humans, technological services, and natural elements work together to maintain a balance
that benefits each of the parts described.
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Following the second phase of the research on ecosystem reading, the paper studies
the new defence measures against future natural disasters [49]. In the contemporary climate
scenario to mitigate flooding and protect the ecosystem, the US approach focuses on holism
by combining different strategies for critical infrastructures, innovative solutions, and
mechanical modelling actions. The latter acts on the morphology of a site, influencing its
susceptibility to flooding. The impact of flooding is often shaped by coastal characteristics:
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elevation and slope can influence the behaviour of a climatic event and the associated
rise in sea level. Coastal ecosystems, especially New York’s marshy and/or sandy ones,
are often reinforced with rock and/or concrete to defend the coastline from the natural
action of marine erosion. These effects are linked to critical infrastructure strategies,
which are often governed by trade-offs that prevent the exploitation of class synergies
and social equity [50]. The various impacts of flooding include the disruption of critical
infrastructure of transport systems, energy, telecommunications, social networks, and
wastewater treatment plants. These impacts could result in water pollution with the
release of other contaminants, degradation of natural resources, and loss of individual
and business income. For these reasons, stakeholders have been forming coalitions of
decision-makers in recent years to contribute to a prudent, equitable, and science-based
climate change policy. Besides the environmental losses caused by hurricanes and floods,
there are also serious economic losses that harm local communities. In this regard, the
OneNY2050 document investigates city protection strategy based on bottom-up actions.
It would address the climate emergency by achieving social equity and strengthening
participatory justice in 2050. This focus on collaboration comes from considering the risk
of loss of life, injury, illness, or aggravation of existing health conditions, bringing with it
psychological effects such as depression and chronic anxiety of exposed citizens [51]. This
approach has led to the creation of a centralised and coordinated monitoring system that
focuses on comprehensive risk assessment at the city level.

This assessment is refined for each catastrophic climate event based on the empirical
experience of the environmental event [52]. Comparing different catastrophic climate
events and understanding which sector has been less vulnerable than another can give us
an order of magnitude of the margin for improvement. For example, in relation to damage
to energy resources from an extreme storm, Hurricane Sandy in 2012 was more catastrophic
than Hurricane Irene, which occurred only the year before in 2011 [53]. Catastrophic events
can also have effects on the alteration of the established image of the coastal landscape due
to risk reduction interventions in coastal areas with high landscape/cultural value [54]. In
this sense, the choice of interventions has to take into account many factors, among which
the attractiveness (tourism and induced activities) determined by the presence of cultural
assets and landscape value. Intervention strategies for these areas must take into account
the priority need to protect the consolidated image of the places [33].

HUD Housing and Urban Development (Department for Housing and Urban De-
velopment) decided to launch a competition, called Rebuild By Design, established for the
reconstruction of New York and New Jersey through a program of six interventions to
address the problem of coastal protection [55]. The drafting of the program was based
on a holistic approach coordinated by different experts of coastal regeneration [56]. The
intervention scheme was based on the following six fundamental points:

• • the construction of a system of marshes and dams in order to channel the water in
the event of flooding;

• • the design of a system of public spaces with attractions and recreational functions
that should have shielded the coastline;

• • the establishment of education centres for the protection of local natural species;
• • the construction of a drainage system, which through a set of pumps, guaranteed

the management of flood waters;
• • the expulsion of excess water permeable within the coast;
• • the design of a new system of public green and garden roofs that would allow

the collection of rainwater [57]. On 23 July 2013, with the expiration of the compe-
tition notice, six of the ten proposed projects were declared winners, operating in
geographically different areas but sharing the same criteria.

The Living Breakwaters is a system of eco-sustainable swamps and docks built on Staten
Island by “Scape/Landscape Architecture”.

The project objective aims to safeguard the southern shore of Staten Island, which is
vulnerable to the action of the waves that break on the coast, thus, causing coastal erosion.
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The project strategy promotes the creation of underwater natural obstacles whose
protective coating is made up of oyster shells. They are composed of calcium carbonate and
allow for the recreation of the natural habitats that have been destroyed. They also allow
for the restoration of the chemical composition of the original ecosystem. In the wake of
the environmental designs, education centres for the culture of settled species and support
areas for controlling fishing and water sports have been created.

The technological solutions are breakwaters and eco-sustainable concrete quays en-
compass the technologies used.

The prize awarded was $60 million.
The strength of the project proposal is the low ecological impact. In fact, the layered

system innovatively fuses the marine and terrestrial strategies through the creation of
flanges that mitigate the wave action, preventing coastal erosion. An additional strength is
the material-constructive impact, through the creation of “cliff roads” (made of ecological
low pH concrete) restoring the original habitat of the area without affecting the pre-existing
flora and fauna. In addition, the perceptual-cultural impact is minimal, as the barrier
is placed below sea level. The use of oysters aims to recall the historical value of the
mineralogical composition of the city of New York to the collective history. Finally, the
management and maintenance costs are included in the construction costs and guaranteed
for the entire life cycle of the work.

The weakness of the project proposal is the morphological-dimensional impact. In
fact, the technology is able to attenuate the tidal flow during the storm, but not contain or
repel it as shown in Figure 3 [58].
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The Resist, Delay, Store, Discharge—A Comprehensive Strategy for Hoboken is a protec-
tion, absorption and exhaust system made in Weehawken, Hoboken, and Jersey City by
“The Oma Team”.

The project objective aims to safeguard the city of Hoboken, and the areas adjacent
to it, from any floods caused by heavy rainfall or violent storm surges (Hurricane Sandy
caused the flooding of 80% of the area).

The project strategy provides for the integration of infrastructure elements, in partic-
ular the vegetation terraces that act as protective walls and garden roofs that guarantee
excellent resistance to rainwater.

The technologies used are based on a drainage system equipped with pumps to expel
excess water.

The prize awarded was $230 million painfully invested in the project, which is yet to
be completed, or in the implementation phase.

The strength of the project proposal is the lower ecological impact. In fact, the pro-
posed system exploits the absorbing capacity of the natural elements that filter the excess
water. Firstly, by the morphological-dimensional impact, given by the system of green
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walls and garden roofs, which positively affects the cemented face of the city. Secondly,
by the material-constructive impact due to the use of biocompatible materials, and finally,
from the perceptual-cultural impact, guaranteed by the green roofs and natural terraces,
which beautify the view of its urban landscape under which the underground drainage
system is hidden.

The weakness of the project proposal is the high costs, which are due to the adaptation
of the buildings of the pre-existing urban fabric, as shown in Figure 4 [59].
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The New Meadowlands—Productive City + Regional Park is a protection system built
in Meadowlands by “Mit Cau”, “Zus”, and “Urbanistein”.

The project goals are the protection and growth of the marshy area between Jersey
City and Newark at the southern end and up to Hackensack in the northern part.

The project strategy envisions the creation of a system of embankments and swamps,
aimed at protecting the land in the event of sea level rise. It also collects rainwater seeking
to limit the overflowing phenomena of the adjacent city’s sewage systems. The project
promotes growth thanks to a mixed use of the area and road networks to give direct access
to the park, public spaces, recreational areas, and residential areas.

The technologies used are represented by a system of water collection and protection
of existing species.

The prize awarded was $250 million, currently used in the design empowerment,
which will be completed in 2022.

The strength of the project proposal is the ecological impact for the improvement
of new habitats and recreational places; and also the material-constructive impact for its
minimal structure to protect the existing species on site.

The weakness of the project proposal is the morphological-dimensional impact, which
intervenes on the population density. To worsen the assessment, the perceptual-cultural
impact affects virgin site as densely populated centres. The amount of costs for the
community and for the government will be allocated for the construction of the project [60].

The Living with the Bay—Resiliency Building Options for Nassau County’s South Shore
is a dam and marsh system built in Nassau County by “The Interboro Team”.

The project goal is to create an eco-sustainable protection system that reduces the
action of waves breaking on the coast and protects the bay from storm surges and sea level
rise, all factors caused by the frequent storms that hit the Nassau county coast.

The project strategy involves the construction of a large greenway used for recreation
spaces and as a network of infrastructure for the protection, containment, and channelling
of water, to allow its expulsion away from the inhabited centres.

The technology used involves a connection system between dams and marshes that
channel the water towards the bay, cleaning it and supplying the aquifers.
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The prize awarded was $125 million, fully invested in the construction of the site,
which will be completed by 2022.

The strengths of the project proposal are the minimum ecological impact guaranteed
by the use of eco-sustainable materials for the construction of the protective barrier. The
material-constructive impact guarantees greater water resistance than all the projects
analysed so far.

The weaknesses of the project proposal are the morphological-dimensional impact,
due to the shape and size of the barrier, and the perceptual-cultural impact that change
the geographic configuration of the site. It also affects the historical identity of the urban
landscape, resulting in very high costs [61].

The Hunts Point/Lifelines: Greenway and Open Market is a backbone system of green in-
frastructure and food distribution centres built in the South Bronx by “Penn Design/Olin”.

The project objective goal is the safeguarding of the coastal strip of Hunts Point in the
South Bronx, guaranteeing the protection of the industrial area in the neighbourhood by
the flooding event.

The project strategy promotes the creation of a greenway that allows the transport of
goods and the achievement of areas for leisure and the use of open spaces. In addition, the
construction of a new food distribution centre is planned, a pivot of economic attraction
and source of livelihood in the event of a natural disaster.

The technology used is based on a vegetation system composed of aquatic plants that
block and filter the water.

The prize awarded was $20 million that, however, have been invested in the renovation
of the district heating system; for this reason, new funds are expected to be allocated for
the redevelopment of the site.

The strength of the project proposal is the minimal ecological impact. It exploits the
fusion of the marine and terrestrial strategies with aquatic plants and tree-lined roads to
mitigate the action of water. The material-constructive impact is positive thanks to the
creation of “green roads”, which, in case of danger, shield food distribution centres and
guarantee the transport of food. For this project, the perceptual-cultural impact has been
minimal since the tree-lined streets represent not only the technology introduced, but at
the same time, are places of recreation and social rebirth.

The weakness of the project proposal is the morphological-dimensional impact because
the entire image of the site is distorted, as shown in Figure 5 [62].
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The Dry Line/BIG U is a Defensive Barrier System defined by the integration of the
Lower Manhattan coastal design and built by the BIG team. It has expanded itself by incor-
porating a heterogeneous group of experts with experience in a holistic design approach.
The collective can include figures such as One Architecture (water and urban planning);
Starr Whitehouse (landscape architecture); James Lima Planning and Development (finance
and economics); Green Shield Ecology (ecology); Buro Happold (engineering and sustain-
ability); Level Infrastructure (engineering) and Arcadis (hydrologic engineering); AEA
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consulting (arts and cultural planning); Project Projects, and the School of Constructed
Environments in collaboration with the Mayor’s Office of Recovery and Resiliency.

The project concept exploits crisis, a time of great urgency, as a great opportunity to
contemplate a resilient infrastructure for Lower Manhattan. The project plans to fill the
separation between the city and the water with a series of construction elements, designed
for specific neighbourhoods. It tries to design technological and social infrastructures
intended as a great global strategy rooted in local communities.

The project objective is to safeguard the island of Manhattan from coastal floods and
frequent hurricanes, such as the passage of Irene in 2011 and Sandy the following year.

The project strategy involves the creation of a 16 km of green infrastructure barrier
whose plants are defence tools compatible with the marine environment. The vertical
vegetation system, which protects from the waves (for about ten miles), is located close to
the coastline. It is raised above sea level in order to accommodate areas with attractive or
recreational functions, such as pedestrian spaces, cycle paths, commercial properties, and
cultural premises.

Walkways, raised platforms, and absorption basins that can act as a zone of friction
and containment during disasters represent the technologies used.

The prize awarded to the project was $335 million and resulted in not only the
completion of the work in a short time, but also the construction of a large attractive and
recreational centre for the entire Lower Manhattan area.

The strength of the project proposal is low ecological impact exploiting the protective
vegetation system, which determines the creation of new habitats, parks, walks, and
nature reserves. The design area can be divided into three compartmentalized areas that
communicate with each other, but work independently; precisely, in order to allow greater
protection of the site in case of damage to one of them. An additional strength is the
perception-cultural impact, as the site looks like a walk surrounded by greenery, which
changes its function of the neighbourhood it crosses. An excellent sealing and water
absorption system does not violate the visual continuity between land and sea.

The weakness of the project proposal is the high material-constructive impact, due
to the introduction of macro tanks and immersion pumps. A further weakness point is
the morphological-dimensional impact, which becomes more impactful due to a system of
mobile protective barriers that encompass the coast [54]. From a social point of view, this
project probably aims to improve the protection of the areas of Wall Street and, therefore,
those with the highest economic potential. The city has dedicated more than $400 million
to the first phases of the BIG U, and the federal government has given $511 million. The
project is finished and has been a worldwide success, as shown in Figure 6 [63].

The results of this systematisation result in the creation of a matrix to extrapolate the
general recurring criteria assumed predominantly for one solution rather than another. In
the following matrix of the six projects, the first column contains the names of the projects,
given in the order of the analysis followed in Section 4. Arbitrary columns6 were assigned
to each of them in order to be able to distinguish them in subsequent processing. In the
second column, there are the main data, which have been previously discredited. In the
third column, there are the positivity and negativity impacts evaluated. This step highlights
both the potential and the limiting factors that emerge from the analysis of US practices. In
particular, it is possible to verify the effects of their design through the study of realised
experiences. In the fourth part, the examination identifies a focusing system based on the
evaluation of the observed models, taking into account the characteristics of the projects
under examination and the contextual conditions. In order to identify transferable models,
albeit with adaptations to the characteristics of the specific contexts, these focuses were
classified according to the fulfilment of the MTI, MDV, and MAT conditions emerged from
the critical literature as meeting the project requirements. The first focus takes on a blue
colour, as it is related to Multi-scale Technology Innovation, the second focus takes on a
green colour, as it is related to Multidimensional Vulnerabilities, and the third focus takes
on a red colour, as it is related to Multi-Actor Management. Finally, in the last column, in
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yellow, there are the emerging criteria declared as shown in Figure 7 (all the colours used
are in line with what has been said previously in Figure 1 in paragraph 3 on methodology).
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In the case of the first criterion, relating to the Eco-sustainable landscape with natural
material, the research emphasizes both the eco-friendly materials for the transformation.
From a multi-scale perspective, the protective design must be integrated with the coast,
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thus, defining a new landscape. The latter must meet the surrounding environment
by triggering virtuous processes of environmental protection aimed at safeguarding the
traditional background of the site.

The second criterion, Comprehensive Strategy for low ecological impact, is based on
a holistic approach that places in collaboration several actors to recreate the lost links
between the environment and local stakeholders. Furthermore, this criterion aims to
exploit multi-actor participation to obtain comprehensive strategies. The collaboration acts
on the different dimensions of vulnerabilities with innovative scalar solutions.

The third criterion, Park Productive City Zone, is based on the idea of implementing
infrastructure capable of producing economic development. This implementation post-
pones the attractive capacities to regenerative operation, increasing the market value and
its employment offer.

The fourth criterion, Adaptive Protection for Building System, is based on solutions
capable of dealing with ecosystem criticalities, starting with the environmental one, exploits
the multi-scale dimension of latest defensive technological solutions.

The fifth criterion, Acceptability and Compatibility to the Pre-existence, is based on the
compatibility of the transformations to integrate the requirements they are called upon
to meet. Acceptability of transformation as a predisposition to change the image of a
coastal ecosystem with a consolidated historical identity. The principles of acceptability
and compatibility can be defined as follows [64]:

• Acceptability: the ability to ensure that project solutions are accepted both by citizens
and local administrations and by indirect and potential users of the coastal area. The
term refers to the intangible effects of the transformation.

• Compatibility: the ability to avoid irreversible changes in the shape of the site or in its
characteristic elements, in the proportions and dimensional relationships between the
parts. The ability to avoid degradations or failures deriving from the design solutions.
The term refers to the tangible effects of the transformation.

The fifth criterion takes into account the combination of the two identified principles,
considering the impacts of the project solution in terms of alteration (or compromise) of
the tangible and intangible values of the site.

Finally, the last criterion, Recreational Defensive Technology, refers to the integration of
several aspects within the single modelling tool of the coast. The technological solution
fulfils both human lives and the waterfront protection acting, in the absence of catas-
trophic climatic events, as recreational equipment useful for income neighbourhood and
its stakeholders.

4. How Ecosystem Regeneration Criteria Could Improve EU Strategies?

These criteria are the expression of different variables and uses at different scales,
each relating to specific aspects of waterfront ecosystem regeneration. The extrapolated
criteria bring together both aspects related to the circular use of eco-friendly materials and
recreational solutions to increase well-being and employment. In each criterion, techno-
logical factors (in terms of innovative solutions), social factors (in terms of community
participation, recreational uses, and involvement of stakeholders), and environmental fac-
tors (with attention to eco-friendly and nature-based design, material, and factual choices)
coexist. Technological interventions transform coastal ecosystems, both as a representation
of the community landscape and as an infrastructure of natural and artificial services. The
environmental condition in urban settlements initially requires the provision of ecolog-
ical services through the planning of natural ecosystems in urbanised areas according
to strategic criteria; then, the value and opportunities for socio-economic development
can be created. Environmental protection is the first prerequisite for a defined ecosystem.
Through their technological protection, urban ecosystem services improve the ecological,
social, and settlement scale. By associating ecosystem balance with the state of human
beings, disruption is an equivalent reason for why the identification of criteria is essential
to restore lost balances.
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By relating the case studies examined (left) to the different criteria that emerged
(right), it is possible to construct a matrix that highlights the adaptability and possibility of
matching these criteria through their correspondence with the other projects examined.

Although each project corresponds to a direct dominant criterion whose link is
weighted with a greater thickness, other secondary criteria belong to the other projects in
the matrix, albeit they link indirectly. For example, the project “The Hunts Point/Lifelines”
has as a dominant criterion “Acceptability/Compatibility with pre-existing features” and as
a secondary criterion “Park Productive City Zone, and Recreational Defensive Technology”
as shown in Figure 8.
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The system of criteria, determined by analysing the regeneration and rebalancing
processes of coastal ecosystems, represents a significant transferable sustainable strategy. In
order to restore the topicality and avant-garde of Rebuild By Design projects, it is possible to
validate the criteria derived with the most recent American and European documents. By
establishing the criteria with the US and EU strategic lines, it is possible both to demonstrate
the correspondence, and, therefore, the topicality, of the research result, and to integrate
the current scenarios by filling any strategic gaps in both contexts.

The identified criteria correspond to the actions foreseen in the recent US guidelines
for a resilient strategy to address critical climate issues expressed in Resilience 21 [65]. Each
criterion was correlated to the most significant actions, highlighting the adequacy of what
was developed with the current US policy framework. Moreover, in order to validate the
transferability of these criteria also in European contexts, it was significant to correlate the
research results to the most recent European goals with reference to the Agenda 2030 [66]
and the European Green Deal [67]. This comparison allows us to see how the criteria used
meet the European goals by finding a correspondence with some of the SDGs of the 2030
Agenda. The criteria are also adaptable in those territories through the indications of the
European Green Deal such as shown in Figure 9.

The indications of the validation return a scenario of correspondence between the
American and European guidelines. This comparison shows the advancement of European
legislation in the sustainability field but the lack of specific flooding action. However, it
is evident that the American ones provide precise information on the regeneration of the
waterfront ecosystem after climate disasters. For this reason, these criteria could act as an
integrating factor in the European regulatory framework to implement and to fill existing
gaps. These criteria would enhance the European debate towards the construction of
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precise guidelines for waterfront ecosystem regeneration. This comparison operates in the
perspective of new advancement scenarios by testing these criteria in the European context.
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5. Conclusions

The innovativeness of the research consists in the product based on the construction
of the criteria, but also in the process related to the methods of ecosystem reading. The
criteria help to rebalance the physical, social, and economic pressures caused by disruptive
climatic events, thereby counteracting them and reinforcing the regeneration process. The
identification of these criteria highlights the need for an integrated approach to ecosystem
services and the role of their assessment as a binder in urban regeneration phases. It
is possible to trace a principle of circularity ascribable to the autopoietic capacity of the
waterfront ecosystem, interpreting the coastal ecosystem as a driving force for social
sustainability, economic growth, and environmental protection. These criteria embrace the
demands of heritage and culture while respecting the identity traits of the genius loci and
develop towards resilient functions that are mindful of social and environmental justice.
The importance of having identified criteria for the regeneration of urban waterfronts lies
in their ability to rebalance waterfront ecosystems, while also revitalising the main urban
areas in which they are embedded.

In addition, the paper compared the criteria with international thematic standards of
reference works to demonstrate the relevance and cutting edge of the practices and results
achieved. This comparison offers the possibility to associate the criteria with American ac-
tions and European objectives in order to test these criteria in the European context. These
criteria would improve the European vision in a multi-scale perspective, from the building
ecosystem to the coastal ecosystem, following the incentives for integration as well as the
acceptability of transformations compatible with a renewed identity that respects the pre-
existence. The innovation of the American criteria could significantly influence European
growth towards building more sustainable landscapes whose ecosystems could represent
renewed forms of protected habitats. These criteria would positively influence European
strategies, making them more inclusive, comprehensive, and hybridising employment
and production goals with ecological and recreational qualities of solution infrastructure.
By involving different aspects of coastal ecosystems, pre-existing assessment tools can
be implemented to determine a complex and comprehensive regenerative process. Their
applicability, transferability, and replicability of the waterfront regeneration criteria allows
us to hypothesize the construction of a system of complex indicators to define the specific
actions of coastal ecosystems that technicians and administrators can follow. The trans-
ferability of the criteria developed in the European context encounters limitations due to
the need to adapt these ecosystem regeneration approaches to mitigate the vulnerabilities
they address. Moreover, it offers an opportunity to test how an ecosystem regeneration
approach can support the planning and designing of coastal ecosystems.
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